Oracle Executive VP Juan Loaiza announced the availability of Globally Distributed Autonomous Database (GDADB). It is the world's simplest, most functional, most mission-critical cloud native distributed database service. Watch the replay of the announcement to get an overview of Oracle Distributed Database architecture and use cases. To get more in-depth information, read this article.
Globally Distributed ADB

GA announcement of Oracle Globally Distributed ADB.

Learn more!

Leading Analysts Comment

Analysts praise Globally Distributed ADB.

Read more

AHF Version 24.2 Released!

Oracle Key Vault 21.8
AHF works autonomously 24X7 to keep databases healthy.

OKV 21.8 makes rolling out SSH key management easier.

Zero to low-cost Autonomous Database for Developers!

Oracle Autonomous Database for Developers provides Autonomous databases for developers on Dedicated Exadata Infrastructure and Exadata Cloud@Customer at no additional cost.

From the Desk of the Editor

Dear Readers, is there an Oracle story or event you would like us to cover? Let us know your feedback. I am Suresh Rajan, the Managing Editor. Email me at suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com or my colleague Priya Sharma at priya.p.sharma@oracle.com.
A&D Summit

Analytics and Data Oracle User Community

Attend hands-on sessions on Oracle Machine Learning, Graph, Spatial and AI, Analytics with LLMs and much more during the Analytics and Data Summit being held from 9-11 April 2024 at Redwood Shores, California.

Register today

Attend the Complimentary Oracle CloudWorld Tours!

Meet us at Sao Paulo, Singapore, Mexico City and more. Learn, connect and get inspired at these one-day events in a city near you.

Register now
Largest Oracle Conference in the Nordics

Oracle User Group Norway

Participate in several inspiring tracks including analytics, Database, Oracle APEX and Enterprise Performance Management from 24-25 April at Oslo, Norway.

Register now

All About Autonomous

Email Notifications
Set up Microsoft Teams to send alerts to Autonomous!

Understand

Autonomous Data Guard
Add standby databases with ease to your C@C.

Learn more
Video Spotlight

Autonomous Speaks Human

Autonomous Database speaks human using Select AI.

Watch now

Embedding AI/ML

Learn to embed AI/ML in your applications using OML.

Learn how

Community

Content from our community of developers
Oracle Vector Search

Use Flask and Python with Oracle Vector Search.

---

Snapshot Standby

In this blog, learn about the Snapshot Standby feature.

---

Learn more.... for free!

Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on Oracle LiveLabs.

Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle's interactive Live SQL site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

Build Muscles at Oracle Dev Gym by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.
Useful links to keep your skills sharp

Blogs: Oracle Developers | Oracle Database Insider | Oracle Cloud Infrastructure | Oracle APEX

Videos: Oracle’s Database Product Management YouTube channel

Websites: Oracle Database | Oracle Autonomous Database | Oracle Developer Resource Center | Oracle Developer Tutorials

Subscribe to Oracle Database Insider

Click below to subscribe to Oracle Database Insider.

Subscribe now

Stay Connected